Consumer behaviour and contraceptive decisions: resolving a decades-long puzzle

Martha Campbell

Introduction
Demographers’ theoretical explanations for fertility decline have been based for decades on an assumption that couples make family size decisions influenced by a changing balance between costs and benefits of childbearing, resulting in parents’ reduced demand for children.1–3 It has been widely assumed that these decisions are based on changes in social or economic factors, such as increased education, wealth or economic opportunities, or urbanisation, or other related factors in their lives. However, a number of situations in developing countries have been documented showing that contraceptive prevalence rose more rapidly than such theories could account for. In some instances desired family size changed when contraception became available, and in others women who said they did not want to use contraception adopted a method when the option to use it arrived. We have reviewed the cases of this kind that are published in the demographic literature, and we offer a plausible explanation grounded in research on consumer behaviour.

Mystery contraceptors
The following situations have in common either changes in desired family size or rapid uptake of contraception that cannot be explained in the dominant theoretical framework.

In Pakistan, six household contraceptive distribution projects covering an aggregate of 15 000 married women resulted in a rise in the use of modern contraceptives from a baseline average of 12% for all six projects to 33% after 1 year.4 In Bangladesh, the percentage of women with two children who wanted no more children or chose sterilisation rose from 48% in 1991 to 66% in 1999–2000, even though 59% of women aged 15 to 24 years remained illiterate.5 In an 8-year study in West Bengal, India, when sterilisation rose from 48% in 1991 to 66% in 1999–2000, modern contraceptives in these settings.6 In Morocco, a qualitative criteria, Chacko concluded that the availability of government health services influenced the use of modern contraceptives in these settings.6 In Morocco, a 1995 panel survey following the 1992 Demographic and Health Survey II, with data for 910 women, showed that that approximately 30% of those women who reported in 1992 that they did not intend to use a contraceptive in the future were actually using a method in the 1995 survey.7

In operations research in El Quiche, Guatemala, favourable attitudes towards contraception increased when services were tailored to the needs of the Mayan communities, including the number of service delivery points with personnel able to speak the local language and the number of family planning methods available.8 In further analysis of two decades of contraceptive dynamics in Guatemala, socioeconomic variables explained only about 25% of significant increases in contraceptive use.9

In a pilot study in Ishan, Nigeria between 1969 and 1972, the percentage of women who wanted to limit their family size rose from 28% to 57%, the CPR jumped from 1% to 24, and the percentage of women who said they did not want to limit family size dropped from 54% to 14%. The authors attributed all of these changes to the introduction of family planning.10 Two decades later Freedman commented: “Unfortunately, the year-by-year increases in annual surveys in proportions of women wanting to limit family size are too great to be credible for such a short period: 1969, 28 percent; 1970, 36 percent; 1971, 43 percent; and 1972, 57 percent”,11 and he went on to speculate that perhaps the women were exaggerating to please the investigators. However, there is an even more dramatic example of rapid increase in CPR following easy access. When contraceptives were offered to Cambodian refugees living in the Khao-I-Dang camp in eastern Thailand in 1980, virtually all the women had not even seen a modern method of contraception, yet the CPR jumped from zero prevalence to 52% of married women using contraceptives within 1 month.12 In a neighbouring camp, Sakaew, within 3 days 2252 out of 10 000 married women sought family planning advice. In 1 week contraceptive prevalence had jumped more than it climbed in most countries in a generation.13

Normal consumer behaviour
The long-expected demand-oriented theories, as noted, do not explain the decision-making revealed in the examples above, where women have chosen to use contraception or to have a small family only after family planning became realistically available. These examples do, however, fit normal consumer behaviour. In 1966, Rex Campbell defined two decision processes in the adoption of consumer goods: the rational problem-solving process, when the consumer becomes aware of the problem and then looks for a solution; and rational innovation, when the consumer becomes aware of the innovation before he or she recognises the problem.14 In 1983, Everett Rogers published his description of how innovations are diffused throughout a market or society. He observed: “An individual may develop a need when he or she learns that an innovation exists. Therefore, innovations can lead to needs as well as vice versa”.15

When companies were first invited to try out one of the original Xerox machines on site, they thought they might have some small uses for it, but within weeks had made thousands of copies. Post-it™ Notes, personal computers, Palm Pilots™, TV remote controls, garage door openers, Cuisinart food processors, disposable nappies and automatic teller machines are all examples of products we never knew we wanted until they appeared. Even though it is easy for us to relate the consumer behaviour theories to broad aspects of our daily lives, these findings have not been applied systematically to analyses of family planning.

One more element is needed to draw the connection between consumer behaviour and family planning decisions. It is the idea of costs, which in the consumer
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world are typically financial, while in family planning the costs come in many forms because of special barriers to availability.

**Barriers and their consequences**

Barriers standing between women and the option of regulating their fertility exist at many levels throughout the developing world – and even to some extent in the USA. The first comprehensive review of the wide range of these barriers has recently been published, focusing on low-income women in developing countries. The types of barriers include the status of women, geographic access, financial barriers, medical rules and restrictions, shortfalls and breaks in commodity supplies, contraceptive side effects, misinformation, and laws restricting the provision of safe abortion.

Financial costs and geographic distance from contraceptive services are the simplest barriers. Medical barriers are more complex and come in many forms. That they prevent women from having access to family planning is often not intended by the governments or medical associations that have established them. Examples of medical barriers are requirements that a woman must be menstruating when she seeks contraception at a clinic, or that she must have medical examinations or laboratory tests she cannot afford. Women seeking sterilisation are often denied this option or the surgery is severely delayed. Provider bias is also common in many countries, setting up their own barriers such as asking women if they had permission from their husbands, or refusing to provide contraception to nulliparous women.

A major but more subtle form of barriers is misinformation. Survey data show that women in many countries are fearful of contraception because of side effects, including negative health impacts such as disease or threatening future fertility. A study of eight developing countries showed that 50–70% of women thought that the use of pills was a considerable health risk. When we recognise that the perceived health impacts represent misinformation, then it is easier for us to understand why many women do not believe they have any option to control their fertility. In this situation their decision not to use contraception is a rational one, given the information they have available.

**Availability leads to contraceptive use**

Also, once we understand the scale and number of the barriers to fertility regulation methods, we can more easily understand how their sudden absence can result in rapid increases in contraceptive use. Returning to the example of rapid increase in CPR in Ishan, Nigeria, we should not hastily dismiss the possibility Freedman raises that the data might reflect survey responses designed to please the investigators. But we should also not dismiss as impossible or unlikely the reported rapid rise in CPR. When we keep in mind normal consumer behaviour around other goods and services, data such as Faroq and Adeokun’s in Nigeria seem more plausible. The examples quoted from the Cambodian refugee camps in Thailand support the possibility of such rapid change when contraceptives first become realistically available.

Long-term research in Matlab, Bangladesh has provided much evidence of the influence of realistic availability on the demand for family planning. One longitudinal study ending in 1979 found that 25% of the 733 respondents who originally did not intend to use contraception were in fact using it 4 months later. Later in Matlab, when injectable contraceptives were delivered to the women’s homes, the CPR rose from 7% to 20% in 3 months. It jumped another ten percentage points when tubectomy services were offered in a Matlab Bazaar clinic in 1978, and climbed yet again when household-based intrauterine device (IUD) insertions were provided. Family size declined 25% more rapidly in Matlab than in control areas, and some authors ascribe this difference to the availability of the injectable depot medroxy-progesterone acetate.

More generalised analyses have been consistent with these findings in Bangladesh. One important study has shown that increasing the number of contraceptive methods available in a country increased the overall practice of contraception. A decade earlier, a study of five countries (Taiwan, South Korea, Thailand, Hong Kong and India) had shown that each new method of contraception offered in a national family planning programme resulted in a net increase in contraceptive prevalence in each of these countries.

**Searching for answers**

In the Morocco situation noted, Curtis and Westoff, recognising that education explains only part of the reversal in women’s decisions, looked carefully at the social environment where the total fertility rate (TFR) in 1992 was 4 and CPR among married women was 20%. These authors suggested: “women in societies, or in subgroups of the population in which contraceptive use is widespread, may find it easier to act on their contraceptive intentions, particularly if they are weakly held, than women in societies or communities in which contraceptive use is less common.” A new analysis 3 years later by Magnani et al. suggested that the most plausible explanation “would seem to be a supply-side effect on both contraceptive intentions and subsequent use.” They noted: “Women who resided in areas with a favorable family planning supply environment were substantially more likely to have gone on to use a contraceptive method during the three-year study period between the two surveys than were women less favorably situated with regard to family planning services, regardless of their contraceptive intentions at the time of the 1992 survey.”

The common factor we see in these examples is the ease of access to, or realistic availability of, the contraceptive technologies (products or services) for women to have control over whether and when to have a child, including correct information to make them useful.

**Impacts of realistic options**

Between 1990 and 2000, the TFR in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia fell from 3.1 to 1.8. Among the poorest capitals in Africa, Addis Ababa’s fertility decline was not predicted by any demographer or sociologist. As recently as 1990, “Ethiopia was not considered among the countries at or near the start of the transition to low fertility.” Data are emerging to support the hypothesis that ease of access to contraception and safe abortion is the most plausible primary engine driving the rapid fertility decline. In 2005, Marie Stopes centres in Addis Ababa provided reproductive health services to 85,000 clients. In the same year, Ethiopia reformed its abortion law and data on abortion numbers became more available. Over 30,000 manual vacuum aspiration (MVA) comprehensive abortion care procedures were done in 2005 in Addis Ababa, each one followed up with contraception and advice. Given the scale of these services, it seems plausible that their presence has led to a broad understanding by women and couples throughout the city that there are safe options for managing fertility. Since the report was published, the TFR in Addis Ababa has declined further to 1.6.
In Bali, Indonesia in the 1970s, a senior gynaecologist (now deceased) offered MVA early abortion to women who chose an IUD if they were to become pregnant. This assurance was extended later to any women using a modern method of contraception. There is good evidence that the availability of safe abortion can improve the adoption and continuation of contraception. The TFR in Bali fell rapidly from 6 in 1970 to 2.1 in 1994, and today the island of Bali continues to have the lowest TFR in the country.

The changes in the Islamic Republic of Iran are particularly striking. In 1986, Iranian economists recognised that the population was growing faster than the economy, implying increasing poverty in the future. In 1987, the religious leadership accepted a policy initiative of the Ministry of Health to make available a full range of contraceptive choices, including voluntary male and female sterilisation. Condom and pill factories were built and all engaged couples were required to receive family planning instruction. Community health workers carried family planning into the rural areas. This voluntary programme was associated with one of the most rapid declines in TFR ever recorded, from a TFR of 5.5 in 1987 to 2.0 in 2000. Remarkably, the higher TFR seen in rural areas in 1977 (3.5 births) narrowed to 0.5 births in 2000. Iran did not reform the abortion law, but both medical and surgical abortions do seem to be available, at least to some women. There were no concomitant large changes in socioeconomic factors. The fertility decline does correlate with a decrease in maternal and infant mortality and a rapid increase in tertiary education for women but it is as plausible that these were driven by the declining fertility as vice versa.

South Korea and Cuba are poles apart in culture, religion and economic profiles, and their family planning programmes were developed for different reasons: the Cuban for health reasons and the Korean for demographic objectives, as they saw smaller families were required for the country to escape from poverty. However, between 1960 and 1990, the TFR in both countries followed a similar trajectory, as their respective governments offered couples modern contraceptive choices and safe abortion. It is contradictory to argue that Korea’s demographic change is due to its economic growth (although it actually began before the economy took off), while Cuba’s identical change occurred because of a deteriorating economic environment. It is more reasonable to conclude that the common factor linking similar fertility declines in these two extremely different socioeconomic environments was the ease of access to fertility regulation methods, including both family planning and safe abortion.

All of these examples imply influence of realistic availability of safe options for managing fertility on contraceptive prevalence. Interestingly, while demand-oriented models are most widely accepted as theoretical explanations for fertility decline, in reality most family planning programmes over the decades have been supply-oriented, partly because of an assumption that better services have a positive impact on demand.

Conclusions

Calwedd has reminded us that without realistic contraceptive options, people may not have an opinion on the size of their families nor on whether to attempt to have control over childbearing. In a broad review of the demographic transition, Caldwell writes: “For forty years we have been asking, in surveys and one-on-one anthropological investigations in sub-Saharan Africa, rural South India, and rural Bangladesh, both of contraceptive users and nonusers, whether their parents used contraception or worried about the inability to control family size. The answers have been the same. The parents had not practiced birth control because they had no access to services. They had never contemplated restricting family size because, without the methods for doing so, it was unimaginable”.

Given the wide range of barriers to family planning in many developing countries, and the high prevalence of belief in high fertility settings that family planning is unsafe, and even more dangerous than another pregnancy, it should not be surprising that demand for contraception changes when correct information arrives with the needed technologies – in keeping with normal consumer behaviour. In many of today’s countries with persistently high fertility, contraceptive failures are in short supply, the extent and range of barriers are not yet well understood by governments, and misinformation is often stifling demand in the lowest resource settings. Rectifying these three factors inhibiting contraceptive use would go a long way to improving the health and well-being of women and their families.
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